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Erskine Hawkins Furnishes Music For Dances
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Bannerman, Harrison To Perform In College Chapel
Violinist And Harpist To Combine

Mid-Winters To Feature Two Dances,

Talents In Second Free Concert

Free Jazz Program, Sunday Concert

Miss Lois Bannerman, acclaimed harpist, and Mr. Robert
Harrison, Georgia-born violinist, will present a joint concert
which is the second in a series of free concerts being offered
by the Clemson College Concert Committee on Sunday afternoon, February 19, at 3:30 p. m.

Erskine Hawkins and his celebrated orchestra have been
contracted to provide the music for the Midwinters Ball to
be held in the Clemson Fieldhouse this week-end.

Miss Lois. Bannerman, acclaim-*
ed harpist, and Mr. Robert Har
risont Georgia-born violinist, will
present a joint concert which is
the second in a series of free concerts being offered by the Clemson College Concert Committee
on Sunday afternoon, February
19, at 3:30.
Both artists have won considThe Clemson Radio Guild will
erable fame with their respective prestnt "The Hitchhiker",. a play
talents, and at present, are well by Lucille Fletcher at 7:30 p. m.,
established in the musical world. Monday, February 20, over staMiss Bannerman, who is as tions WAIM and WCAC-FM,
beautiful as she is talented, start- Anderson.
ed her study of the harp when
The play, under the direction
seven years old, and eight years of Josef Lipton, arts and sciences
later won the Artist's Contest of major of Beaufort, is a drama
the New York MacDowell Club, which delves into the supernathe Debut Award of the New tural where Adams, the hitchYork Madrigal Society, and re- hiker, spends half an hour dead.
ceived her first invitation to apStarring in the play will be
pear at a White House musicale. Polly Lowry, Josef Lipton, Mary
Since then she has won various Russell Eleazer of Clemson, and
honors as a harpist with solo per- Ray Alexander, animal husbanformances and many symphony dry major of Bishopville. The
supporting roles will be filled by
orchestras.
Ray
Ellison, arts and sciences
• Mr. Harrison, like Miss Bannerman, started his career young major of Anderson, and Charles
and when he was 17, he was Pace, textile manufacturing maawarded a four-year musical jor of Marion. .
The Clemson Radio Guild, forscholarship to the University of
Georgia. Shortly after he grad- merly the Clemson Forum of the
uated, he won the coveted Rock- Air, has recently completed its
efeller Fellowship to the Julliard first semester as such under the
Graduate School where in his guidance of Ray Alexander,
freshman year he was a member president, and Leonard Magruof the First Juilliard Quartet. He der, program director. Programs
has been concert master of the broadcast weekly from 7:30 to 8
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and p. m. have included three origis now assistant professor of inal plays, two sports programs,
music at the University of Geor- two play adaptions and various
musical presentations.
gia.
,
Plans for. the near future include a wired signal transmitter
Ag Engineers To Hold for Clemson and vicinity to
broadcast three hours nightly the
Special Meet Monday programs both of the Guild and
the Columbia Broadcasting SysThere will be a special meet- tem.
Members of the student body
ing of all students majoring in
agricultural engineering at 4:30 interested in any of the various
p. m. on Monday, Feb. 20. This aspects of radio production
includes freshmen, sophomores, should contact the Guild to
make arrangements for auditions.
juniors' and seniors.

Legion Auxiliary
Featuring such favorites as "Tippin' In" and "Cornbread," Erskine
Hawkins and his aggregation will play for the Mid-Winters series
of dances in the Clemson Field House this week-end. This will
be a return engagement for the Hawkins group, which played for
the Junior-Senior dances in 1949.

Guild To Present

'The Hitch-Hiker'

On Next Monday

Vaughn Monroe Featured

Clemson Students To Attend Conference
Of South Carolina Methodists At Citadel
# Forty-three members of the
Wesley Foundation will attend
the South Carolina Methodist
Student Conference at The Citadel this week-end.
This group will join about one
Claude H. Beatty, Jr., elechundred and fifty students from
trical
engineering senior of
other South Carolina colleges and
universities and will be enter- Dunbarton, was named editor
tained by The Citadel and the of the Slip Stick in a recent
College of Charleston.
,
election.
The program will include adH. K. Smith, mechanical engidresses by Dr. Alexander Miller,
of Union Theological Seminary, neering senior of Spartanburg, is
New York City, worship services to serve as managing editor, with
conducted by several
college W. F. Marscher, mechanical engroups, forums, the nationwide gineering senior of Beaufort, as
broadcast of the Vaughn Monroe business manager.
Show from the- Citadel Armory,
H. W. Reid of Piedmont, was
and a banquet.
elected to "serve as advertising
W. W. Ballentine is treasurer of manager and J. N. Todd, mechanthe conference and Rev. E. Wan- ical engineering senior of Washnamaker Hardin is dean.
The ington, D. C, was named circulaconference will be invited to meet tion manager.
at Clemson next year.
G. C. Aldous, electrical engiStudents attending the confer- neering junior of Naval Base, and
ence are: K. E. Lewis, A. J. A. B. Killingsworth, electrical enBanks, D. H. Witt, D. L. Brown, gineering junior of Aiken, will
Jr., W. T. Ashley, D. B. Lewis, serve as feature editors.
H. P. Walker, T. L. Monroe, J. B.
Also named to the staff were
Elliott, C. M. Upright, F. D. Mill- F. M. Perry, civil engineering juer, G. L. Pittman, W. C. Fowler, nior of Greenville, assistant busiN. L. Harvey, C. L. Murphy, V. ness manager; J. G. Peeler, civil
K. Williams, J. O. Donkle, C. S. engineering junior of Asheville,
Norris, W. W. Ballentine, and S. N. C, assistant advertising manL. Canlder.
ager; and T. G. Heron, electrical
Also O. L. Hardee, L. H. Witt, engineering junior of Parr, asC. D. Cash, L..M. Stephens, R. sistant circulation manager.
H. Kinard, E. H. Shelley, J. H,
The editorial staff includes: W.
Dowling, C. M. Johnson, R. B. E. McRae, of Bennettsville; R. S.
Varn, J. F. Callaham, F. M. John- Owen, of Clinton; T. L. McSwison, H. E. McLeod, H. H. Leysath, ney, of Jacksonville, Fla.; J. N.
Jr., M. W. Livingston, J. E. Pad- Wise, Jr., of Vaucluse; F. S. Kengett, Jr., B. F. Edwards, D. H. dra, Jr., of Ford City, Pa.; and J
Clayton, M. L. yJones, J. W. Lis- L. Ayers, of Piedmont.
ton, T. C. Gossett, G. A. Hutto,
The Slip Stick, published quartand A. E. Dewi'tt.
(Continued on Page 6)

Job Hunters

Placement Booklet Published Giving
Information On Chemistry Graduates
Clemson's student chapter of
the American Institute of Chemical Engineers recently published
a booklet of seniors graduating in
chemical engineering. It is presented for the convenience of
prospective employers and managers of American Industry.
Along with a photograph of
each student is listed such information as peVsonal background,
education, experience, references,
Miss Lois Bannerman will render several selections at the second
and type of work preferred. This
in a series of free Sunday afternoon concerts this week-end. Miss
complete account of the students'
Bannerman will combine her talents with those of Mr. Robert
Harrison in producing a concert composed of sacred and classical' qualifications arranges a preliminary introduction of the stuselections.
dent and prospective employer.
Any further information deExtra Classes
sired may be obtained from the
Chemical Engineering
Department. Representatives of industry will be welcomed for personal interviews and inspection
tours.
This is the second publication
of the booklet presented by the
Phi Eta Sigma', national freshplacement service of the Chemiman honor fraternity at Clemson, ing date of the program and the cal Engineering Department.
will sponsor special classes to
room where each class is to
coach freshmen who desire help
in Math 100, Math 103, and Chem- meet.
George A. Mobley is chairman
istry 101.
The classes will be led by stu- of the committee making the ardent members of the Phi Eta Sig- rangements for the coaching plan.
ma, and no- faculty professors
will be present during the meetJohn Dewey Lane of the Engings. Freshmen will be encour- ROTC Grads Must
lish department of Clemson Colaged to ask questions at any time,
lege will be guest speaker at the
and individual attention will be See Commandant
annual Founders Day program to
given where necessary.
be observed for the four ParentAll classes begin at J p.m. on
All Army ROTC students who Teacher Associations in GreenTuesday and Thursday evenings, have completed .ROTC but have wood, February 21. He will speak
although students are free to not yet graduated ■ and are due on "Modern Trends in Education."
leave class when they wish. Pres- to graduate and receive their
The Leslie P. T. A..' is host this
ent plans call for Chemistry 101 commission in June or August of year, and the prograrri will be
classes to meet in the physics this year should contact the Com- held in the Leslie auditorium.
building and Math 100 and 103 to mandant's office, before tomorP. T. A- Founders Day is obmeet in the basement of the Main row,- Feb. 19.
served in celebration of the foundBuilding.
Students' must do this in order ing of the national organizationAn announcement will be made to initiate their request for their February 21, 1897, in Washington,
soon specifying the exact start- ORC commission. '
D. C.

Phi Eta Sigma To Give Freshmen Aid

In Mathematics And Chemistry

Lane Will Speak

At Greenw'd PTA

New Slipstick Officers Are Elected

inured aSove is the 1050 Slipstick staff. Left tj ligiii: front row, J. N. Todd, H. W. Reid, J. G.
Peeler, F. M. Perry, A. B. Killingsworth, Editor C. H. Beatty, Jr. Second row: G. C. Aldous, T. L.
McSwiney, P. N. Wise, Jr.' H. W. Smith, W. F. Marscher, R. S. Owens, T. G. Heron. Absent when
picture was made: W. E. McRae, F. S. Kendra, Jr., and J. L. Ayers.

Calhoun Forensic
Society Mmto New
Officers, Policies
Leonard Magruder, arts and
sciences senior of Central Hershey, Cuba, was elected president
of the Calhoun Forensic Society
at a recent election.
Also named to positions in this
election were Hassell Simpson,
arts and science junior of Gray
Court, who was elected vice-president, and John Peeler, civil engineering junior of Asheville, N. C,
elected to fHl the post of corresponding secretary.
The organization is one of the
leading debating groups on the
campus, and is designed to stimulate student interest in discussions.
The society will experiment
during the current semester in
de-emphasizing both content and
ritual in preference to continuous
practice in poise at public speaking. The meetings will evolve
around pre-picked topics which
will be open to floor discussion.
Among business concluded at
the first meeting were much debated amendments to the club
constitution and the election ol
Prof.. M. B. Wilson of the English
department as faculty advisor to
the organization.

Will Lend Supplies
To Vet Families
Sickroom supplies have been
purchased by the American Legion Auxiliary of Clemson to be
made available on a loan bais to
the veteran families here.
The "Loan Closet" is located
in the Methodist Church Social
Hall. Miss Sue Henry of the
Church staff will take charge
of checking articles "in" and
"ot". The Church office is open
from 9 a. m. until 5 p. m.; the
telephone number is* 6153.
At other times calls may be
made to Mrs. John T. Bregger,
telephone 6213, where attention
will be given to requests.
The Child Welfare Committee
will, as a safety measure, disfnfect all articles and keep the
closet in order.
The American Legion Auxiliary hopes that veteran families
will make use of this free equipment and that the demand will
be such that it will warrant the
addition of more supplies.
There is available, also at the
Methodist Church, a sewing machine which can be used by making arrangements' with the
church office.

Alma Mater Petition
To Be Circulated
Among Students
The circulation of a petition
throughout the student body for
the purpose of approving or disapproving the proposed Alma Mater tune will begin on Monday,
February 27.
This petition will be carried to
rooms of all students on the campus and to the prefabs of the veteran students. If a majority of
the students are in favor of the
tune, it will be deemed approved
and will go into effect as the official music of Clemson's Alma
Mater.

Local Talent

"Dear Ruth" Is Next Little Theater
Play; To Be Presented March 1-2

"Dear Ruth," directed by
Polly Lowery, will be presented,
on March 1 and 2 by the Clemson
Little Theater Group. This production will be the second in
the series of three plays to be
presented by this group in the
1949-50 school year.
"Dear Ruth," a comedy in two
acts, by Norman Kransa, was
first presented in New York on
December 13, 1944. The play
concerns a young Air Force
Lieutenant who has come home
j from overseas to claim his girl
(Ruth). He has received over
sixty letters from her, but they
have never met. As it turns out
Miriam, Ruth's sixteen year old
sister, wrote the letters and
signed. Ruth's name to them,
thinking that they would never
meet. So when Lt. William Seawright comes home, the family
tries to keep the secret, but
Miriam, in a fit of remorse, gets
intoxicated and informs the
Lieutenant of the true situation.
In order of their appearance
Mrs. Edith Wilkins, Ruth's
mother, will be portrayed by
Mrs. Forrest Cookson; Miriam
/Wilkins, Ruth's young sister, by
Janita Armstrong; Judge Harry
Wilkins, Ruth's father, by Professor I. A. Trively, and Ruth
j Wilkins by Polly Veale.
Also Lt. William Seawright by
i William Terry; Albert Kummer,
Ruth's spurned lover, by Professor Raymond E. Tyner; Martha Seawright, Bill's sister, by
Rodney Cook; Sgt. Chuck Vincent by Beaufort Gardner, and
Harold Klobbermeyer, a sailor

by Morey Lipton.
Joan Caufield, William Holden,
and Billy De Wolfe had the leading roles in the movie "Dear
Ruth", which was released a few
years ago.

First on the program of entertainment planned by the Central Dance Association will be a
free jazz concert in the college
chapel tonmorrow afternoon at
5:00 o'clock. The formal dance
will begin in the Field' House at
9 tomorrow night and last until
1 a. m.
Clemson's freshman basketball
team will play the freshman
j team from ?UTman - ft FieJd
i House at 5:3
° Saturday afteri noon on a twin bil1 shared by the
varsity "Tigers." The second
game of the evening will begin
at 7:30-.
The Saturday night informal
dance will commence as soon after the basketball games as possible. The C. D. A. expects to
dim the lights by 9:00.
Culminating the weekend of
entertainment will be a free concert in the College Auditorium
Sunday afternoon at 3:30. Miss
Lois Bannerman, harpist, will
combine talents with Mr. Robert
Harrison, violinist, to provide the
musical program.
The Erskine Hawkins Band
has enjoyed fame in jazz band
circles since 1934, when Hawkins
was a student bandleader from
Alabama State Teachers College
working his way through school
toward a teachers degree. At
that time the Orchestra was billed at the "Bama State Collegians
Orchestra."
Hawkins' first engagement a*
leader of his band was in the
Harlem Opera House, and so
great was his success that he
was held over for two weeks
in that famous dance hall. Since
that time fame has come easy to
this youthful leader. He has
played to packed houses in such
popular places as the Uproar
House in Harlem, the Savoy,
New York's Paramount and
Strand theaters, and the swanky
Lincoln Hotel right off Broadway where his many return engagements have always resulted
in overflow crowds.
Tickets for Hawkins' second
engagement on the Clemson campus will cost $3.00, stags or
couples, for each of the two
dances. Block tickets will be
sold for admission to both affairs
at $5.50.
NOTICE

/

Deans and Directors of the
College have announce© that any
student who does not, turn in his
schedule by Feb. 21. may be subject to losing a |portion of the
class cuts to whichihe is normally
entitled.
{

Here Are The Oscars, Poor Lads

ll\ll;iiipii

DAN MAY

GEORGE FACCHIN

Here they are! These are the two men who have been doing the
mud-slinging and prying into your innermost secrets. They have
had their fun making you squirm each week, divulging your mos
intimate affairs, showing no mercy on the poor, misunderstood
troops. Now it's your turn. You know who they are so nov
you can turn the tables and pay them back for their unscrupulou
exposes, if you so desire. Truly the boys have tried to be as fa:
as they possibly could be in disseminating the dirt ever.!:- amon.,
the students so that no one would be slighted.

\
\
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Alma Mater
Everyone on the campus is aware by this time that the
Tiger Brotherhood is behind a movement to inaugurate a
new school song. We have heard a recording of the song
for the past few months, and members of the Brotherhood
have sung it at meetings of various campus clubs.
It was the intention of the Brotherhood to have as many
students as possible hear the song as often as possible so that
each student could formulate some sort of opinion on the
change. The public address system being what it is in the
small mess halls, there is a reasonable doubt that a desirable
number of veterans heard the record; however, anyone who is
interested in hearing the song can do so with little trouble.
Tiger Brotherhood now feels that the necessary ground
work is completed, and a petition will be circulated to determine if the student body is in favor of the new song. This
fraternity is not trying to sell something. They merely feel
that the present Alma Mater is shared with too many schools
and that a change is in order. The exact wording of the petition is not known at this time, but it will have to cover three
points in order to be complete. Students should be asked to
vote for the new song or to keep the old one or for a change
if they like neither the present Alma Mater nor the proposed
one.
If a majority accepts neither song it will mean more
work for the Brotherhood, but that problem must have been
foreseen before the project was started.
It is an old Clemson custom not to vote on anything and
then complain because something is done that does not meet
with the consent of everyone. It should not be too much
trouble for a college man to write his name and make a few
"X's" or all "X's", as the case may be. There has been quite
a bit of controversy on the campus about the song change, but
this petition will give each man a chance to voice his own
opinion.

Let the drums roll softly and the muted
trumpets sound; let a doleful funeral song
resound over the campus; break out the
mourning bands and bedeck the barracks
with crepe. Clemson's own—the Senior Privates—are facing extinction. Yep, I hear
they are really starting to catch it.
Perhaps they could get together and declare a day of mourning on which they
would all dress appropriately in black,
or at the least, wear black arm hands.

selves to the college level of study in one semester and have
failed one or more of these courses.
In order to help thse men, Phi Eta Sigma, Clemson's
freshman honor fraternity composed of men who made a 7.5
or above grade point ratio in their freshman year, is going
to start special classes to tutor those freshmen who desire
help in any of these subjects.
Phi Eta Sigma men will give help two nights a week in
Mathematics 100 and 103 and Chemistry 101. All questions
will be answered individually, as one student to another.
So if you're in the fog about math or chemistry, sit in. on
,«nme of these classes and get some individual help.

N

W. C. D.

constitution for the student body. This is
an exceptionally commendable idea for
which at this time I would like to offer felicitations and such.
Tile weeks, the months, have passed and as
yet NO CONSTITUTION. I freely admit
that to do a proper job on this subject would
entail endless hours of work, hours that few
of us can easily spare, but these men were
appointed to this job because they were supposed to be students of exceptional ability.

What's the scoop? Are we to have a
This is another one of those things I don't
hew constitution in the place of the poor
get so well (along with Spanish. Some of
excuse we have, or are we to only keep
these poor guys actually tried to get in adhoping?
vanced ROTC, but were told that the Army
The hope for. a real; student government
needed men. Yet, they must continue to
,is at best an ephemeral one, but it greatly bewear the uniform and conform with various
hooves us to keep trying, An active student
and sundry other regulations purported to
government would be a crown of thorns for
make soldiers of mama's boys.
the administration and military under the
There seems to be two classes of Senior
present get-up, but, again, we must continue
Privates—those that have finished advanced
to try.
ROTC and those that, due to no fault of their
How about it? Has anything been done,
own, are not taking said courses. Justice?
or has this worthy project been relegated to
Ha! ha! Tell me another funny one!!
suffer the fate of many other worthy plans
Don't take it so hard, boys. It's been goand cast by the wayside due to indifference
ing on a long time. Why, Dryden is quoted
and
indolence?
as saying way back in the 17th century, "Justice is blind, he knows nobody."
Men Or,Robots
In a recent informal talk one of the top
Ah'm For Clemson
members of our administration made a stateSay, are we all pulling for the same
ment to the effect that we, as college stuschool? I'm beginning to wonder. Sounds
dents, were men and should both act and be
to me like the C. D. A. is getting the welltreated as such. Wonderful! ' Well, why in
known shaft. Don't blame the C. D. A. boys
h— aren't we treated like the men we are
if the decorations seem poor this time. They
told
we are?
arranged for the gym, signed up the band,
and then a basketball game was moved up.
The catch is that they can't very well
bitch as the gym is the only place we have
to throw a big dance and the Athletic Department controls that,
Do We Or Don't We?
Early in the past semester the Senior Class
president and Chairman of the Senior Council appointed a group to be known as the
Student Government Committee, complete
with chairman. This committee, like all bureaucratic groups, appointed a sub-committee. Said sub-committee was to draft a new

gay*

'PKUK

Specifically: We have a dance coming
up this week-end. The cadets are allowed ONE, I repeat, ONE hour, in which to
escort their dates, if they are so fortunate
"(got an extra one?), wind up their amours
for the night, and get back to the barracks!! Men? We do better by high
school students!
What say, Colonel? Fifteen or sixteen
week-ends of the semester the cadets are, on
the whole, model military students. So how
about a bonus or something? They deserve
it. If they don't, their dates do.

Otfot &oUeye ^<tf&
By LeKoy Doar

We were going to do a little
editorializing on the subject of
the proposed alma mater, but we
were informed that. action is fiMany men coming to Clemson for the first time have nally going to be taken so 'we
had no adequate high school preparation for college mathe- will stick to our knitting and try
to get the weekend off with a
matics or chemistry. Some have been unable to adjust them- roaring start.

Extra Help For Freshmsen

any way, shape, or form?"
He: "The last two methods
sound promising."—Gamecock.
Some women are like cigars—
they have to be lit before you can
find out if they are good or bad.
—Chicken.

I can't
Moe: "Does your girl shrink
Shy Young Thing
from your lovemaking?"
stand kissing."
Joe: "No, on the contrary, she
Cadiet: "I admit it is a bit
trying. Shall we find a seat?"— gets bigger and bigger."—ACS. .
Gamecock. .
Looking coldly at the man who
The young couple stopped to had just given him a nickle for
read the sign at the front door of carrying his bags twelve blocks,
the justice of the peace. It said, the little boy said: "I know some"You furnish the bride . . . we'll thing about you."
"What?" asked the man.
do the rest."
"You're a bachelor."
Bashful Groom: "That's hardly
"That's right. Know anything
fair."
else about me?"
"So was your father."—Kernel.
She: "Can I entertain you in

A boy penguin and a girl penguin meet at the equator. After
a very enjoyable affair, they parted, each to his respective , pole.
Sometime later, the boy penguin received a wire from the
girl penguin which stated very
simply: "Come right away. I'm
with Byrd."—ACS.
"Have you ever been pinches
for going too fast?"
"No, but I've been slapped."—
Kernel.
Slave: "There is a girl outside
without food or clothing."
Sultan: "Feed her and bring her
in."—Kentuck.
If a lady says "No" she means
"Maybe"; if she says "Maybe"
she means "Yes"; and if she says
'Yes" she's no lady.—Log.

\

More On Tennis
■

The Athtetic Department has stated that the old tennis
courts will definitely be in playing order for students not belonging to the, team. A man has been assigned to keep the
courts in desir'able condition.
The student body will have eight courts on which to
play, and the tennis team will have four. There is no reason why the team should not have these courts for its use
only.
If the fo/ur courts seem to be in better shape than the
rest, remember that the men using them are helping to keep
them in sl^ipe. The rest of the courts can be the same if
those using them help with the maintenance.

Class Rings

1

Thursday, February 16, 1950

A hue and cry has been heard for the past two weeks
that students at Clemson have to wait an unreasonable
length of time to be eligible to wear their class rings.
The present situation is that a senior must begin his
last semester before he can get an approval slip from Room
19. Those who are dissatisfied point out that other schools
in South Carolina allow students to wear their rings at the
end of the junior year or the beginning of the senior year.
Those in favor of the present plan claim that it keeps down
the number of non-graduate ring owners.
A solution to the problem seems simple enough. There
is no reason to believe that anyone other than the students
should determine when the rings should be purchased, as
long as they are reasonable. The Senior Council is the organization that should handle such difficulties. Make your
complaints to them, and if enough difference of opinion Is
shown, a meeting of the student body should be called.

I

I want to assure the employees
and students at Clemson College
that it is no pleasure for me to
walk around and pin tickets on
your cars. ** But since I am fortunate or unfortunate enough to
to all those who have prognos- Bob Hicks (Yes I said Bob
have such a pleasant job, I must
pin them there for it is necessary ticated the two Oscars correctly Hicks) won't mind these few
to keep the streets, driveways, •^congratulations! Next week letters of the alphabet which
you can start guessing all over comprise his name—Bob Hicks.
and alleys open.
I know what you're thinking
My i^ride and joy of a trade again, boys.
——QSCAR SAYS'
"Roberto—you Dog!"
was construction work, but due
that he (Oscar) knows that
OSCAR SAYS
to arthritis of the spine acquired "Goat" Gohagan is all out to cut
that he (Oscar) hopes that
during my service term, I was Oscar's hair. Go ahead and cut Nel and Dave in a certain Preforced to accept lighter work. If it "Goat," its short anyway.
fab won't disown him now that
anyone doubts my ability to work
OSCAR SAYS
he's exposed.
when I was fully able, just ask
that he (Oscar) also knows
——C"*CAR SAYS——
anyone who knows me from that the "Goaf (why do they call
that he (Oscar) knows "P,asCalhoun or Clemson and they him the Goat?) and (I've got my qual" Gillespie had to hold
will give you the facts.
ticket and headed for Paris, the "them" female 'gators when he
1^ would like to express my ap- land of sunshine) Mack are Toni ■was in Florida between semespreciation' to the students and twins. Boys, you sho do look ters. How about it, "Pasqual?"
OSCAR S\YS——
employers who have cooperated alike!
that he (Oscar) knows that W.
OSCAR SAYS
so nicely on the jparking, for two
that he (Oscar) hopes that' B. Gregg (the W stands for
and a half years. ,1 have had
such an unpleasant job.
The Davenport, Ashley, and Temple Wirey) has now taken over
majority of the faculty and stu- will still be his friends after to- totaly and completely the title of
dents have shown a swell atti- night. Are you boys ready for the "Saint."
SAYS
tude toward getting the tickets another lost week-end in At- "that he OS'"\R
(Oscar) thinks that
lanta?
and have tried to do their best
Noel (Stud) , Turner has finally
SAYS
even though the parking is so , that he OSCAR
(Oscar) knows that been shafted by Barbara Fant.
limited. As you all know there "self-propelled" Hough's name What's the matter, "Stud"?
are always a few in any crowd has been changed to "Jack RabOSCAR SAVS
who don't wish to cooperate or bit" Hough. Was it fourteen
that he (Oscar) says i the roabide by regulations.
mance which is blooming be"beers" in one night, Hough?
Too, I would like for all of
tween Hewer (Just One More
OSCAR SAYS
you to know that I arA still your
that he . (Oscar) saw Carol Drink) Richardson and Barbara
friend even if I did pin a ticket ("Scooter-poop") Cox steal the Harley in Anderson is undoubton your car. But when you "Bag" from the Clemson Bus edly based on something besides
park wrong you are simply ask- stop the other evening. BUly love.
ing mey^ to do just that since that (Big Boy) "Preacher was also on
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) thinks the
happens to be my job. And if hand to welcome the chick.
"Wart" (Not Warthead) Douglas
any of you really need help at
OSCAR SAYS
anytime during the day or night, \ that he (Oscar) knows that is really happy to doff the traI am always waiting to answer Joe (You can't kiss all the wo- ditional uniform for that of the
your, call. So let's read the reg- men you meet) Lipton will some old soldiers— OR IS HE?
OSCAR SAYS
ulations carefully and look at day be a NBC news announcer
that he (Oscar) thinks that
the map closely and if you park —just a little more experience, Foster (The Brain) Cathcart has
by the map and regulations, I "Horace."
been imitating "Little Willie"
OSCAR SAYS
promise you that you won't get
Thomas. In fact, he's picking
that
he
(Oscar)
knows
Jim
a ticket.
Anderson and on the same number. So far, he
I also want to call to your at- (beer bottle)
hasn't made the grade. He just
tention to the fast driving on the "Sunset" Carson have gone out hasn't got it—literally.
campus during 'the day and night, of the card business.' So, the BiOSCAR SAYS
which must be slowed down. Too cycle Card Company is back in
that he (Oscar) says that
business.
many people are complaining
Leonard (I'm Just Playing Hard
OSCAR SAYS-—
about these speed demons, espethat he (Oscar) knows that To Get) Magruder can't seem to
cially in the 20 mile per hour "Scoop" (I'm related to Don make up his mind. Who is go-'
zone in the housing areas and in Budge) Reynolds really has a ing to be the lucky girl?
front of the fire station. On wicked serve—almost tore up a
—OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) says that Pegdance nights the driving is get- net Saturday.
gy Minyard must have an inside
ting too reckless but I will admit
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) knows "Snif- track. He (Magruder) has made
the conduct at the dances, as a
fles" Deloach is mad at him. four dry runs tryinf to make
whole, has been swell.
Maybe the next Oscar will give connections with her.
N. W. Lawrence
OSCAR SAYS—fyou some better publicity, Gene.
College Policen&n.
that he (Oscar) believes that
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) knows that Ben McLeod is rating along with
"Hot Lips" Porter and George (I Kllroy now. His name is on
love 'em) Douglas are Seneca every latrine wall.
OSCAR SAYS
bound lately.
that J. P. Parnell has discovOSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) hopes that ered that "the yonger the bird,
Johnnie Hardwlck has a success- the tenderer the meat."
OSCAR SAYS
ful time of it in the Army Air
that he (Oscar) hears that
Force. And that he (Oscar) may
join him in the future. Good Ray "Radio" Alexander is really
worried about war with Russia.
luck,
Johnnie.
Here are authoritative answer*
He's even having- nightmares
OSCAR SAYS
from the Veterans Administration
(Continued on Page 6)
that he (Oscar) knows that
to' four questions of Interest to
former servicemen:

The Veterans
Corner

Q. Is my son who was disabled
in World War II eligible to receive a prosthetic appliance?
A. Your son's eligibility for
prosthetic appliance may be established if he has- a service-connected or service-aggravated disability requiring an appliance, or
if an appliance is determined
necessary while he is receiving
treatment from VA.
Q. Will VA guarantee a loan
that I need to pay off a delinquent
debt?
A. Under certain conditions, you
may get a GI loan to liquidate
delinquent indebtedness if it
comes under the home, farm or
business loan category that would
originally have been eligible to
loan guaranty.
Q. May I get a GI loan to purchase a farm and have 30 years
to pay off the loan?
A. A farm realty loan may be
made up to 40 years, but the term
of the loan is discreditionary with
the lender. Other realty loans
must be paid up in 25 years and
non-realty loans in 10 years or
less, terms at the discretion of the
lender.
Q. What disabled veterans of
World War II are eligible to receive an automobile from the
Government and what is the last
date on which application may be
made?
- A. A World War II veteran who
lost, or or lost the use of, one or
both legs at or above the ankle
as the result of disability incurred
In such service may be entitled
to receive an automobile or other
conveyance at Government ! expense. Veterans have until June
30, 1950 to apply.
Q. I will complete my high
school course in 1950. As a veteran of World War II, discharged
in. 945, will I be entitled to GI
training benefits if I decide to go
to college in the Fall of 1951?
A. Since you were discharged
from the armed services before
July 25, 1947, you must start GI
Bill training before July 25, 1951.
Q. Is there a deadline date for
the reinstatement of my National
Service Insurance policy?
A. No. There is no deadline
date for World War II veterans
who wish to reinstate their lapsed
NSLI policies.
Q. I am a World War I widow
of a veteran who served 80 days
in the U. S. Army. Am I entitled to a pension?
A. Ninety days of service is the
minimum reqjrement for widow's
pension rights, unless the veteran
was discharged for service-incurred or service-aggravated disability.

Don't Get Me Wrong But.

Night blind Pedestrians
Need Guiding Lights
By Bill Chamness
I was walking up from the Engine House (Riggs Hall to
arts and sciences'boys) the other night after a lengthy night
lab to which I have never become quite reconciled. It was
an uncommonly dark and murky evening, and I was just in
the midst of uttering oaths through clenched teeth directed
toward an ungrateful profession, that imposes such hardships
on its unsuspecting aspirants, when from out of nowhere
loomed a lethal fireplug upon which I left a goodly portion of
the skin from my foreleg.
I managed to hobble across the street on my remaining
good limb, and after a few minor skirmishes with trees,
bushes and various other species'of flora, made my miserable
way up the path considering'the plausability of soft rubber
hydrants.
I had maneuvered my halting way to within sight of the
trustee house, so I thought it would be safe to get up and
walk the rest of the way. I soon rued my cockiness, because
I had not taken two lady steps and a giant step before I found
myself face down in a drainage canal which the Civil Engineering department would belittlingly call a gutter.
Thusly reposed, with my broken teeth mingling with
soggy cigaret butts, I. gave birth "to an idea which if acted
upon would revolutionize night travel on the campus and
create an unheard of safety factor for nocternal pedestrfians.
"This never happens to rhe in the daytime," 'I mused, and
following this line of reason I quickly deduced that the absence of light might possibly be a contributing stumbling
block.
The most feasible way to provide that illumination
would be to strategically place several lampposts on the
darker quarters of the campus. I do not propose, however,
to make our serpentine paths look like the "great white way".
One does not need a floodlight to keep him on the path and
out of the morass sometimes encountered on either side
thereof.
As President Poole pointed out at the recent Blue Key
banquet, all improvements, however small, entail expense.
Clemson College does not come by its money easily, and other
major and more important improvements are in the offing
which completely use up our appropriations. Lights for the
campus would be an exceedingly worthwhile project for one
or more of the forthcoming graduating classes. Small brass
plates could be attached to each lamppost signifying what
class made the generous contribution, thereby perpetrating
and prepetuating the honor of the class of—say 1950.
Or then on the other hand, it would be clever to dress
up like Diogenes, give us a lantern and side and send us out
to find our respective ways as best we know how.
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Dog Is Man's Best Friend; At Least

Barter Players Return
Blue Key And Little
Theater To Sponsor
'Imaginary Invalid'
All the spicy elements of the
classic* French farce including
racy romantic gambols and intimate intrigue will be bared at
Clemson when the Barter Theater of Virginia brings Moliere's
"Imaginary Invalid" to the stage
of the College Chapel under the
SDonsorship of Blue Key and Little Theater. The ' production is
scheduled for 8:15 p. m., March 7
Prices announced for the play
are $.90 for students and $1.20
for adults. Tickets will go on
sale tomorrow and may be purchased from any member of the
two sponsoring "organizations.
Since they presented "Hamlet"
here last year, this is the Barter group's second trip through
the cow college circuit. The
players are just back from an
overseas junket to Denmark
where they gave a performance
of "Hamlet."
Several members of last year's
east will return for this year's
performance. Notable among
these is Bob Porterfieltf; leader
•f the group since its inception.
Porterfield, a versatile man in
-the field of drama, is given credit
for the continued success of this
unique organization. The group,
subsidized by the Commonwealth of Virginia, was begun
during the "great depression"
when they counted gate receipts
In hams Instead of dollars. Thus
the name—Barter Theater.
Another of the familiar faces
from last year's cast is that of
Fred Warriner.
As Argan, the hyposhondriac.
in "The Imaginary Invalid,"
Warriner plays one of his most
brilliant roles.
The costuming
and make-up add much to Warriner* characterization in the
production.
A top Barter cast supports
Warriner In the comedy. Joan
DeWeeee enacts the glamorous
role of Argan'g wife, Belina. His
daughter* are played by Jo Patterson a«d Nancy Watts.
Herbert Nelson and Mell Turner were east in the top comedy
parts of Mr. Diafolrus and
Thomas Mao Shaw enacts the
handsom* Cleanthes and Woody
Romoff plays the part of the
physician.
Eli*ab«di Wilson, one of the
Barter's best character actresses,
was east M Tolnet, the servant
girl. George Abel enacts Mr.
Bohaefoy, and Cliff Collier plays
the apomecarjr, Mr. Fleurant.
Barter's big costume production of tha season, "The Imaginary IavsJfcl* will present gome
of the most elaborate costumes
ever scan en ft Barter stage. Bess
Martte designed the costumes
for the French period production,
and the elaborate sets were
created by Fitz-hugh. As the
final summer production of the
Barter Players at Abingdon during the 1949 Drama Festival,
"The Imaginary Injralid" played
before packed houses for nine
days.

Design Institute
Announces Contest
Two design competitions open
to architectural students at Clemson were announced Feb. 13 by
the Beaux-Arts Institute of Design, in cooperation with the Tile
Council of America. Six awards
totaling $325 will be made.
The first competition calls fcr
a sketch of a side wall for a
flower shop and must be completed in any nine consecutive
hours between February 13 and
April 17. The second, a design
of a children's tuberculosis sani.tarium, must be completed in any
five consecutive weeks between
March 20 and May 29. Special
attention is to be given the use
of real clay tile in both contests.
Both contests are open to students of universities and colleges
in the United States, Canada and
Cuba. Further information on
them can be obtained through the
College department of architecture.

By GRADY DANIEL

j
|
'
:
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Since Clemson is quite a
friendly place that is filled with
students that have friends that
have friends that have friends
etc., some being desirable and
undesirable, I shall elaborate on
the latter topic throughout this
article. There are many types of
friends but I shall describe only
a few.

FRED WARRING

MISS NANCY WATTS

Four members of the Barter Theater group which will present
Moliere's "Imaginary Invalid" in the College Chapel March 7 are
Bob Porterfield in charge of the production, leading man Fred
Warriner, Nancy Watts playing Argan's daughter, and Joan De
Weese in the role of Bellina.
Future Educators

National Teachers' Exams To Begin
Saturday; New System Of Grading
The 1950 National Teachers Examinations will be held at Clemson College in the Agricultural
Building. One hundred and fifty-six white candidates are expected to take the tests.
The common examinations, required for certification, will be
held on Saturday, February 18,
1950, beginning at 8:30 a. m., and
will be completed about 3:30 p.
m. on that day. Also between
3:30 and 5:30 p. m. on February
18, those candidates who choose
an optional examination will
stand the chosen examination.
The common examinations,
which originally required a full
day for completion, have been
shortened, so that they can be
completed .during midafternooh.
However, the part scores from
this shortened examinations are
reported in scaled score language
exactly like the teacher examination scores in the past, so that
there is no loss of comparability.
For example, a scaled score of 50
on any exam will continue to
mean the same that a scaled
score of 50 has meant in the past,
a common exam total score of
500 on any other amount will
mean the same.
As a safeguard toward the welfare of all, examiners have decided that every candidate complete a special identification record in the examination room, including the finger print of the

Clemson Grad.
Wins Navy Wings
Ensign John A. Russell, graduate of Clemson in 1943, was recently awarded Aviation Wings
at a ceremony held at the Pensacola Naval Air Station. He attended the United States Naval
Academy from which he received
his Bachelor of Science degree
and commission in the United
States Navy upon graduation in
June, 1948.
His active flight training began
in August, 1948, when he reported
to the U. S. Naval School, at Pensocola, Florida. Ensign Russell
was then prepared for Advanced
Training at Corpus Christi, Texas.
Russell expects to receive orders to report to Norfolk, Virginia,
for further assignment to a fleet
unit for duty as an officer and
aviator in the Navy.
J He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Russell of Society. Hill, South
Carolina.
candidate on a form.
Similar examinations will be
held on the same date by Clemson College officials for the Negro candidates at the Reed Street
School in Anderson. Forty-six
Negroes are expected to take the
examinations.

Perhaps among, the most common, especially here, is the Joe
that comes nonchalantly tripping
into your room and bursts forth
with a "Watcha say. Moe, old
nal, old FRIEND, old boy. How's
Tricks (T?icks being Moe's girl
friend, sister, or his pet dog
back home)?"
Having gained a supposedly
crafty entrance into the room
and pulled a surprise attack on
Moe who is sitting at the table
chewing his finger nails over
some one or two hundred Physics problems that he has to work
before a big quiz the next day,
our jabbering friend then procedes carefully to analyze the
room, table, and .lockers as he
follows with his next favorite
line .... "Boy you really are
looking sharp tonight," he says
to Moe whose hair is all touseled and has the general look of
a Ubangi's.
Looking up from his work with
blood-shot eyes, Moe opens his
| mouth to speak but only in vain
1
for our persistent friend has
beat him to the punch. He walks
over to ipoor old haggered-Iooking Moe and wallops him on the
back as he flatteringly says, "I
surely do wish I was a brain like
you." Moe once more tries to
wedge a word in but his friend,
seeing that he is about to speak,
quickly counters with his punch
line . . . "Have you gotta cigarette?"
"Sure, they're in my lock . . .
before he can finish Joe has already picked up the package and
dumped about half of the weeds
into his pocket and left the room.
Then there's the one that uses
a similar approach. He walks
into the room, usually after
breakfast, so that he can pop' the
$64 question before his subject
has completely awakened. He
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starts babbling immediately—
about anything. He doesn't care
what he talks about, for he
knows no one listens anyway;
however, he does know that
when he springs his punch line
his friend will react like a heavy
sleeper breaking the ice on the
Reflection Pool on the morning
of his birthday. Shoving the rats
out of the room, he continues
their work himself, talking all
the while.
When he has finished the
room, .still chattering, he begins
%cct
<phM»
to polish his dear old pal's shoes.
After he has finished the shoes
it's about time for classes to start
so he helps his darling buddywuddy get dressed.
As buddy-wuSdy is about to
leave the room,, the same Joe
reaches up to straighten our unfortunate friends macinaw collar
. . . (Watch out, here comes the
punch line and what a line this
one's got!)
"HAVE YOU GOT FIVE DOLLARS YOU CAN LOAN ME?"
(He speake in these distinct tones
ennciating each syllable for this
is the one .time he wants to make
sure that he is heard.) Watch
out for this fellow unless you
MUM. ttftfsCouTTfoa,
fflux, Ttfwu/Tflcut&MK
~?fl/u. ^OM PACCA
7MM. Qo6 flout**
are a millionaire's son or you
own a few oil wells back home.
- FEBRUARY .7*18, 1950
CLE-MSON FIE-LD HOUSELastly, we take up the friends
in the military — everyone is
familiar with them. They are by
themselves for they entirely outPictured above are the sponsors for the Senior CD A at the Mid-Winters Ball this weekend.
lop
row, left to right, are Miss Jackie Phillips, for President Marshall'Farmer; Miss Janis Walton, for
class the others. They are disVice-President Bob McLeod; and Miss Lib Barber, for Treasurer Carl Wessinger. Bottom row,
tinct and separate for they have
left to right, the sponsors are Miss Betty Lou Mace, for Publicity Chairman Charles Pace; Miss Mary
no punch line; instead, their
Mattison, for Placing Chairman Frank McLaurin; Mrs. Ray Price, for Decorations Chairman Ray
whole a'ttack is psychological.
Price; and Mrs. Bob Davis, for Floor Chairman Bob Davis.
They will do limitless favors for
you—they will polish your brass;
comb your hair; cut your toe attack. You can recognize them
nails; sing you to sleep; fix you . right off the bat by that wanton
up with dates; let you borrow: look in their eyes. These types
The annual "Booby King" con- been the practice in previous
their car, if they have one and of friends only want something
test will begin Feb. 27 and con- years.
if not, they will borrow one for
you; loan you money; give you that is in yor possession. Take it tinue until Saturday, March 6.
The purpose of the election is
cigarettes ... as I have said be- from me, they're human para- Ballot boxes will be set up in to give students opportunity to
fore, their favors are endless. sites—if you are going to fall front of the "Juice Shop" as has
cast votes for the man they conHowever, this type of person is in love with them watch - for
sider worthy of this, dubious
only available to the military their punch lines and stick your
wheels. They follow officers
honor.
Candidates may be any
Morris & Co. Ltd. (2) Your Dad
everywhere they go; carry their foot in their mouths when they is a wheel with G. M. C. (3) You Clemson student.
books for them; adhere to them j open them, unless, as I have said have an active oil well in your
The votes will cost one cent
like leeches, etc., etc., etc. For before, you conform to any of back yard at home. (4) You each, and the proceeds will go
what? You guessed it . . . RANK! ; these conditions: (1) Your Dad have your own private mint. (5). toward financing the Junior-SenBeware of these clever indi- owns Ligget & Myers or Phillip You are a Cadet General.
ior banquet this spring.
viduals unless you have a counter

leiqmi mm
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BALL

Biggest Booby Be Named In Contest

J and fM0ATbe the judge*
/

in a Luck
Becastde Itte&y 0ium Mmnt Fine Te&aec&J
ROBERT MONTGOMERY says:

MEN GET FONDA AND FONDA OF

Arrow Shirts and Ties

r

Luckies are really smooth.

That's why I smoke them regularly!"
You're so right, Bob . . . yon can always count on Luckies
to give you the real smoothness and deep-down smoking
enjoyment you want.
And, smokers, you can depend on Luckies because Lucky
* Strike means fine tobacco—ripe, light, naturally mild tobacco
that's always smooth. Yes, let your own taste and throat be the
'judge. Findout for yourself—get a carton of Luckies today!

iBBOfrS
MS

t'l Bum Cipreftes, Money

IHOP

SENECA.S.C
DEPENDABLE USED CARS
And Specialized Service
On All Makes and Models

Modden's Motors
nmmummuaiimimmmim

Here's Henry Fonda, star of "Mr. Roberts," one
>f many well known men who prefer Arrow
ihirts. Men like the good looking, comfortab'e.
ollars (Hank is wearing the widespread PAR
;he trim Mitoga fit and the fine. 1
fabrics in every Arrow shirt.

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

ARROWSHIR.O
UNDERWEAR

•

HANDKERCHIEfS

•

& TIES

mik ■•-'■■■■
eOPR., THB AtHHtrCAH TOBACCO COMPAffS

SPORTS SHIRTS

_J

Lucky Strike. •. so round, so firm, so fully packed

so free and easy on the draw

T
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ournament Hopes Fade As Cats Topple Tigs, 77-65
Doug Haugk Again Leads Tiger Scorers
With 16 Markers, But Tigs Are Downed

By J. CLANTON

Davidson's cagers faded Clemson's hopes of a SoutherE
Conference tournament bid by drubbing the Tigers 77 to 6£
at Davidson last Tuesday night. Clemson will have to come
through in the rest of their remaining contests in order to be
eligible to participate in the tourney which will be held in
Duke's indoor^ stadium.

Doug Haugk, for the third con-»
secutive night, was top man in
The first leg of the current road trip proved disasthe scoring department for the
trous to the Tiger basketball squad. They took the
Tigers. The big New Jersey forward ripped sixteen markers
road needing at least one win in the two games they
through the nets, but to no avail,
played in North Carolina this week to stay in the runfor the Bengals with 14 points.
ning for a bid to the Conference tournament. The first
John Snee rounded out the top
By Mac Saunders
Jim Reynolds was next in line
one, against the Davidson Wildcats, resulted'in a loss.
scorers
for
Clemson
with
9
The second, against Wake Forest, will have been played
Clemson won over the Univerpoints.
before this is read, for the Tiger goes to press WednesCobb of Davidson was high sity of South Carolina swimming
day afternoon and we can't get it in this issue. If the rescorer for the night with 20 team, 57-18, Saturday afternoon
points.
He was followed in the at the Carolina pool iir Columbia.
sult is another loss, then we can just about count the
scoring for the Wildcats by Brooks
The Tiger tankmen took all
Tigers out of the picture.
There is a possibility that
with 16, Holler 12, and Henge- first places except the 100 yard
Clemson can get in by winning 4 of the last 5 games
beld with 10 markers.
Davidson held a 41 to 34 lead dash and the 150 yard backstroke.
played (the Wake tilt included), but Wake Forest and
at
intermission and menaced to The 300 yard medley relay team
Virginia would have to fade badly in their remaining
increase their lead to 12 points at took its first in six years from
contests to make room for the Bengals. This probably
the final gun.
the Gamecocks. This medley team
Clemson hops over to Wake was composed of Taylor, backwon't happen, as their (the Deacons and Tech) remainForest for their second game
ing tilts aren't with top-flight squads.
; with the Demon Deacons this stroke; Atkinson, breaststroke;
Davidson, beaten by the Tigs in a double overtime tilt ■ season. The Deacs knocked the and White, free style.
Other outstanding men in the
a couple of weeks ago, 88-82, was out for revenge, and re- here
■
at Tigertown. A loss to the Tiger victory were Mac Soundvenge it was as the 'Cats poured it on in the 77-65 win. Doug Demons would undoubtedly crush
ers, Converse, iClinck, Godfrey,
Haugk was again the top man for Clemson with 16 points. the hopes of a tourney bid, while
and Weeks.
a
triumph
would
keep
the
McThis marks the third consecutive contest in which the New
Coach McHugh's team will
Faddenmen in the running for a
Jersey boy has been the top point getter for the Tigers. tournament berth.. Besides Wake meet the University of Tennessee
Against George Washington he bucketed 20 markers, 23 in Forest, Clemson still has en tank squad in the 'Y" pool Satthe Presbyterian game Friday night, and now the 16 Tues- counters with Furman, V. M. I urday afternoon, February 18, at
Washington and Lee, and the
day night at Davidson. Looks like Doug has found the eye University of Maryland remain- 3:00. ,
for the basket again after the early season br~': i" •".
ing on their cage schedule.
Lineups:
TIGS HOT AT CLINTON
DAVIDSON, 77
CLEMSON, 65
.
.... Brooks 16
Haugk
16
......
Down at Clinton Friday night the Tigers really put
Turk 2
Townsend 3 .
on a show for the hometown Presbyterian crowd in runHoller 12
Reynolds 14 ...
ning over the Blue Hose, 74-51. This was the second win
. .... Coleman 2
Holshouser 5 .
Clemson's rampaging basketball
Lazenby 3
Richardson 8 .
for the Bengals against the P. C. club this season. Early
freshmen roared to their 12th vicSnee
9
.....
_
...
Osborne
4
in the year Clemson had a hard time getting by with a
Neel 3
. Hengebeld 10 tory in 13 starts Monday night
two-point 54-52 victory, but this time it was a different
. .... McLean 7 by defeating Parker High School
Spender 7
Cozz 20 76-57 in Greenville. The Tiger
sto*y.
Roddey 1 frosh had previously defeated the
Paced by Doug Haugk, who dropped in 23 points at the
Haltime: Davidson 41 vs. Clem- Davidson freshmen (2), the Citadel freshmen (2), the Furman
expense of the Hose, Clemson jumped into an early lead and son 34
freshmen, the South Carolina
was never headed.
freshmen, Biltmore Forest Junior
College (2),
Asheville High
FURMAN HERE SATURDAY NIGHT
School, and Greenville
High
School (2)." South Carolina hand{Saturday night will find the McFaddenmen locking
ed the little Bengals their only
horns with the Furman Hurricane here at Clemson. Earlier TS ***$ m |Q,FWW
setback of the season. John Mcin thti season the Purples took an overtime thriller from the
Cullough and Dozier sparked the
As Clemson's most successful j fast Tigers to the impressive win
Bengikls at Textile Hall in Greenville, 56-55.
basketball season since the war' over the Parker lads, who are
This game, originally scheduled for the 27th, was
draws to a close, the Tigers find wel1 respected in the High School
,,
,
,. • j
.
, basketball circles.
McCullough
moved up in order that it might be counted in the Conthemselves needing four wins out
. , , ,,
, . .. .
. ,
,
j swished the nets for 14 points and
of their remaining six Southern | Dozier bucketed u units. The rest
ference race. Starting time has been moved up to 7:30
Conference. tilts to assure them i 0f the Tiger scoring was well
so that the dance can get under way a little after nine.
of a tournament berth. N. C. I distributed as Coach Norman
li'he Tiger Frosh, who will be looking for their 13th win state, North Carolina, South Car- | substituted freely in tfie victory.
Newton, flashy Parkerite, scorin 14 starts, will tackle the Furman freshmen in a preliminary olina, Duke, George Washington,
ed 17 points to capture individual
game starting at 5:30. The baby Bengals have already taken and William and Mary are all scoring honors for the evening.
one a'ame from their Greenville rivals and shouldn't have assured of places in the tourney, CLEMSON
PARKER
while . Clemson, Virginia Tech, j McCullough 14
Bagwell 7
any trouble making this just another rout.
and Wake Forest battle fox the• Robinson 5
Kirkpatrick 10
LINE LOOKING PRETTY GOOD
other two spots. Tech, sporting Asnip 4
GBranger 9
a 7-5 record, plays V. M. I. and Hicks. 7
Coach Howard is smiling a little more than usual
F. Newton 17
William and Mary to end the Revell 7
these-days, and it's probably due4o the fact that some of
D. Newton 1
season, and, barring an upset by . Wells 7
Cox 13
his defensive worries are beginning to shape up.
At
lowly Virginia Military, should i DeLoach 8
enter the three-day event. Wake |
least, he's pretty certain that his line, if all the boys he
57
Forest (8-6) plays five more! Moorer 2
has,now make it back here in the fall, will be considergames including one with Clem- j Murray 2
ably stronger than it was in '49. From this point it looks
son and three with teams already j Dozier 11
as though the Tigers will have more beef up front than. in the tourney. Clemson, on the J McGraw 8
other hand, must meet Davidson, j
they have had in the last several years. Only the guards
V. M. I., Washington and Lee,
76
will be on the small side, both probable starters tipping
Furman, and Maryland,' all second division teams, in addition
the scales around 185.
to Wake Forest,

Tiger Mariners Dip
S. Carolina 57-18

Tiger Tracksters To Open With Blue Hos e
Clemson's 1950 Track schedule is complete with the exception of a meet that is to be arranged on April 15. The Southern Conference Indoor games
will probably be the only large
meet in which the Tigers won't
participate. Coach Norman's cindermen only began workouts last
week, so there just isn't enough
time to get enough men in shape
to represent Clemson by February the twenty-fifth. However,
it does seem likely that the
Tigers will send a team to the
Florida relays the middle of next
month.
Presbyterian will give the
Tigers their first home opposition for the season. The Blue

Hose, you will remember, ran a Tigers could repeat, but P. C. i ham, April 8
close second to the Tigers in j and U. S. C. will undoubtly
Meet to be Arranged, April
last season's State meet, and the ' figure into the picture. Wofford, I University of South Caroli1"men from Clinton have almost Newbert-y, Furman and The at Columbia, April 22
their entire squad from last year Citadel, usually represent the ] Furman University at Clemso
returning.
weaker track teams of the state, j April 29
South Carolina should have a but it is still too early to pre-! Davidson College at Davidso
much stronger" track team than diet, just what these schools will j N. C, May 6 ,
their team of '49. The Game- produce in the way of track I South Carolina State Meet ?
Clinton, May 12-13
cocks have an excellent dash squads.
Clemson's final meet will come
Southern Conference Me''
man in Tommie Woodlee, who
has done the 100 yard dash in j in the'latter part of May at the Chapel Hill, May 19-20.
about 9.8 seconds. Just what the i annual Southern Conference
rest of the U. S. C.'s team will Meet. Last year Jerry Brown
NOTICE
stack up to be is undetermined was the only Tiger to take a first
All men interested in form ...
at this time, but you can be sure place in- the Conference meet.
chess team at Clemson are urgea
that the Tigers will find the go- TRACK SCHEDULE
to get in touch with Professor A.
Florida Relays, March 24-25
ing tougher than they did in last
Presbyterian College at Clem- D. Lewis of the engineering deyear's runaway.
partment or J. A. Davenport in
Clemson will be the defending son, April 1
Southern Relays at Birming-, room 7-223.
State champions this 'year. The

Chevrolet alone
in the low-price field gives you highest dollar value
. . . famous Fisher Body . . . lower cost motoring!

McCullough, Dozier
Lead Frosh To Win

Four Wins Will Put

PENDLETON
THEATRE

One of the most promising line prospects coming up from THIRD IN^ STATE
the freshman team is Gary Byrd, a Hartsville, S. C, native, to^'plkce in all j
Byrd has come along so fast that he may even be pushing ed and occupies the fourth posi
tion in intrastate games only.
for a starting berth in the fall.
Billy Hair seems to look just a little better with each
practice. Since Bobby Gage joined the pro ranks last
fall, Howard has been looking for a real triple-threater,
and now it looks like he has that and a little more in
this Mr. Hair. Billy is right now a better passer than
most "T" quarterbacks, and his kicking is the most consistent that I've seen in quite awhile.
Fred Cone continues to be the No. 1 fullback, and even
though there are three more fine ones in Vince Pugliese, Jim
Shirley and Marion Thompson, it isn't likely that anyone can
move the Alabama boy from the starting position.

Erskine leads the state race with
11 wins and 5 defeats, followed
py South Carolina (9-8) and
Clemson (7-7). John Snee, leading Tiger scorer, occupies ninth!
place in the state race, which is j
still led by "Slim" Jim Slaughter
Carolina center.

sec.HOKE SLOAN for

The Anderson Hardware Co.

PHONE 3341
Showing Last Time
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17

'ALWAYS KEEP
THEM LAUGHING1
with Milton Berle
Virginia Mayo

Tigers Going Thru

Here's your buy for 1950
for all the things you want in a
motor car at lowest cost . , the new Chevrolet with StyleStar Body by Fisher!
It's the one and only low-priced car that offers you a choipe
of automatic or standard drive . . . with the thrilling new
Powerglide Automatic Transmission and new 105-h.p.
Valve-in-Head Engine for finest automatic drive results . . .
and with a highly improved, more powerful Valve-in-Head
engine and the famous Silent Synchro-Mesh Transmission
for finest standard drive results—at lowest cost.

Adams-Smith Chev.
Co.

Crane Chev. Co.
Easley, S. C.

Chevrolet—and Chevrolet alone— brirtgt ye* off Ifcwi
lowest costl NEW STYLE-STAR BODIES BY FISHER . . . NEW TWOTONE FISHER INTERIORS . . . CENTER-POINT STEERING AND UMTKID
KNEE-ACTION RIDE . . . CURVED WINDSHIELD WITH PANORAMIC
VISIBILITY . . . BIGGEST OF ALL LOW-PRICED CABS . . . PROVfD
CERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES . . . EXTRA-ECONOMtCAt TO OWN,
OPERATE AND MAINTAIN.

POWER

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

Combination of Powerglide Transmission and 105-h.p. Engine
optional on De Luxe models at extra cost.

Martison Motor Co.

Thackston Motor Co.

Anderson, S. C.

Greenville, 8. C

Seneca, S. C.

SEE YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER
Conveniently listed under "Automobiles" in your focal classified telephone directory

GILLETTE

HAIR

SPECIAL!

TONICS

TUBE SHAVING
CREAM
FREE!

SODAS
AND

ALL KINDS
FITCH'S

WITH 20 BLUE
BLADES
98c

SANDWICHES

SHAVING

SHAMPOO

CANDIES

KREMYL

WHITMAN'S

FITCH

FINE

COCONUT OIL

CANDIES

WILD ROOT
VASELINE

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18

'SONS OF NEW
MEXICO'

Rouah Grid Drills

Coach Frank Howard and his
Ray Matthews is still the best wingback the school
assistants are continuing to run
their football charges through
has produced and won't have any trouble staying there,
rugged practices as the second
but there will be many good boys at every position in the
week of spring football sessions
nears completion. Bad weather
backfield to add to the reserve strength.
has hampered any extensive
INTRAMURAL GOLF TOURNAMENT COMING UP
scrimmages thus far, but the
Mr. Roy Cooper, director of athletics for the YMCA, has Tiger aspirants have buckled
dowri to hard work despite this
announced that an intramural golf tournament will be held factor.
sometime in late March, and that all men interested should DEFENSE QUESTIONABLE
As usual, the coaches' worries
contact him.
i
are still confined to the Bengal
line and Clemson's defense. The
GET READY FOR MID-WINTERS
emphasis has been put on this
angle so far, and things will
probably continue along these
same lines. The Tigers showed
DRESS EQUIPMENT
MESS JACKETS
much promise in an intra-squad
game in the stadium Saturday,
"TUX" AND "TAILS"
but many rough spots appeared
that will have to be worked out
before the Bengals will be ready
to take the field in the fall.
VISIT
Howard has praised the work
of Billy Hair and Earl Wrightenberry in the practices. Both
of these boys, who were ineligible last year, are being heavily
ANDERSON, S. C.
counted on to carry their part of
the Tifier pigskin burden in 1950.

"The Little Theatre With the
Big Hits"

AMERICA'S BEST BUY!

Late Show 10:15 P. M.

j
j
j
,
j

'UNDER
CAPRICORN'
with Ingrid Bergman
Joseph Cotten
MONDAY, TUESDAY
FEBRUARY 20-21

'ADAM'S RIB'
with Spencer Tracy,
Katherine Hepburn
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 22
DOUBLE FEATURE

'THE LOST TRIBE'

LOTIONS
MENNEN'S
OLD SPICE
COLGATE'S
YARDLEY'S

i
i
\
|

RCJSTY'S
BIRTHDAY'
THURSDAY, FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 23-24

'THE LADY TAKES
a Sailor'

L. C. Martin Drug Company
Clemson, S. C.

P. S. McCollum, Owner

with Dennis Morgan
Jane Wyman

THE REXALL STORE

I
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

|'n«p

Bengals Trample Presbyterian College's Blue Hose, 74-51
lHaugk Hits The Net For 23 Points As
Blue Hose Fall Before Invading Tigs

Sport facts
in
Focus

Clemson's basketball Tigers grabbed an early lead Friday night and were never behind as they ran rough-shod over
the Presbyterian College Blue Hose, 74-51.

Billy Hair Looks
Like Tiger Great

By DICK RAINES

TRACK OUTLOOK TO HINGE ON
FEW RETURNING LETTERMEN
Clemson's ciridermen breezed through their '49 track
schedule with ease as they won all their dual meets and copped the state meet. Several key men from last year's squad
are missing from the '50 lineup. "Spook" Pulkinen, last
year's team captain, Jerry Brown, Southern Conference pole
vault champion for two years, Jack Doffert, state low
hurdle champion, are. just a few of the men that won''t be
around to participate in the spring sport. This year's team
will be built around "Bummy" Townsend, great high hurdler, Gil Rushton, captain, milers Bill Jackson and "Root"
Rayle, John Brannon, pole vaulter, Charlie Mooney, 440 dash
man, George Facchin, and "Heavy" Holshouser on the shot
put and discus, Ron Richardson, Otto Frudenburger, and a
few more off last year's frosh team. I've also seen.quite a
few new boys working out around the track. It's encouraging to see all those new faces out for track. Who knows*,
maybe, some of them.will be just what the doctor ordered.
However, what Clemson needs to do to improve oh their track
teams is to offer a few scholarships—even one or two scholarships would give the boys an incentive. A good track team
takes money and if Clemson is going to keep pace with the
other institutions of the Southern Conference it must invest
a small amount. I've talked to several trackmen and they
all felt that a couple of track scholarships could do a world
of good for the team.
WILL THE TIGERS USE THE
TWO PLATOONS FOR '50 ... MAYBE?
Last Saturday the Tigers went through their first game
scrimmage of the spring drills. The boys showed up very
well, especially since they had only been out for a week. The
first thing that caught my eye was the first play run in the
scrimmage. The play, a sixty yard TD run by the Galloping
Ghost of Clemson—Billy Hair. If nothing unforseen occurs
W. W. Hair will be occupying the tailback slot in the offensiva
Dackfield. Yes, I said the offensive backfield. I've heard
from several reliabl sources that the "Head" will employ the
platoon system come the fall. Just who will make up the
defensive and offensive tarns is hard to say at this point, but
there's a good chance that the two platoon scheme will be employed. Four complete teams, two offensive and two defensive, will more than likely make up the traveling squads.
Most people seem to be divided in the opinion as to whether
the two platoon method should be used. From a player's
standpoint it's great. A man can't be expected to give all
he's got for the full 60 minutes, but if he's given a chance to
recuperate every four downs or so, he's bound to be able to
dish out more to his opponent. I think this applies especially to the linemen. A lineman just can't get in there and
knock continually for sixty' minutes and give his best performance, but if a lineman has a chance to rest while his opponent has the ball or while his own team has the pigskin, he
will be able to hit harder more often. Of course .many people feel that this type of play tends to create too many specialists. This may be true to a certain,extent, but every man
on a team usually can do one thing better than anything else,
and if he does that one thing, he is likely to be more valuable
to the team.
Perhaps this season the Tigers will be more fortified
along the forward wall and they will be able to use the two
piatoon arrangement to greater advantage than they did this
past grid campaign. Maybe this will be the answ'er to a good
defense. Our offense is bound to retain the power it held last
season, and with Billy Hail added, we just can't miss offensively. So goes the defense, so goes Clemson, is about what
things stack up to. Since I already have a couple of bets on
next season, I hope the hell it goes the right way.

Coach Bob Jones seems to be watching one of his ends, as first
string tailback Billy Hair tosses an aerial during a practice session. Hair looms as one of Clemson's greatest tailbacks. Last year
the backfield flash was ineligible, but barring any, unforseen happenings, the Walterboro kid will make the sports writers and others concerned look up and take plenty of notice.

Soph, Bill Spender Is Proving Valuable
To Cagers; Promises To Be Future Star
By Jack Cribb
One certain gentleman whom the University of South
; Carolina cagers and many other Clemson basketbal^ foes will
be watching next year is George William Spender,' promising
sophomore guard from Maplewood, New Jersey.
The primary reason the Game-*
I
cock basketeers will remember I

'■

i

Mr. Spender is that ■ he played [LoCCll CoOe^S Vie

For Top Position

fine play at guard on this past season's frosh squad. If you |
didn't, you should have. Joe is a pretty big boy, tipping the j
scales at the 200 mark and measuring around six feet in!
height. La Montagne was originally from Dryden, Texas,
but spent most of his high school days at Walterboro Highj
School. Joe never was athletically inclined before he went
In one of the best meets of
' to high school. When he was in the seventh grade, Joe was the year, Emory nosed out Clemj stricken ill and told he'd never walk again. But a guy like I son as the swimmers from At, Joe has plenty of courage, determination, and willpower. Joe; lanta took the final relay to defeat the Tigers 44 to 31. The
not only recovered fully from his illness, but in his junior j meet, held at Clemson, was
^ear at Walterboro decided to go out for football. Joe had1 closely contested throughout, and
j what it took and landed himself a first string guard position. the two teams battled down to
the final event, which decided
Joe was a teammate of one Billy Hair during his scholastic the victory in favor of the visi'{lays at Walterboro. Although Joe is only seventeen, he has tors. Emory took the two relays
the makings of a great lineman. When I talked to Joe to- and five firsts, leaving Clemson
to pile up their points on only
' night he was as modest as anyone could be. He had worlds two first places and the rest in
of praise for all his team mates and especially his close friend second place points. Sanders of
and roommate, Billy Hair. Joe and men like him make win- Emory led the scorers with 10.
He also was on the winning 400
ning football teams. I certainly hope that there are more yard relay team. For Clemson
nen around with his spirit, modesty, courage, and the will to Klinck was high man with eight
tallies.
win.

Emory Swimmers Nip
C!«i*i<on fl$h 44-31

There seems to be quite a bit of enthusiasm concerning
the Physical Education program here at Clemson, but there
still hasn't been any definite action taken as yet. Enthusiasm
is great, but we've got to have more than just optimism,
veherence, fervor, and the such, if we expect to employ
"Phys Ed" as a major course. We're losing too many good
athletes while we're thinking about the matter. I'm only
(Continued on Page 6)

One of the most heralded and
sought-after backs to come out of
the South Carolina high school
ranks in the past decade is Billy
Hair, of Walterboro, South Carolina.
Pictured above is Ronnie Richardson, who was one of the main
cqgs of last year's freshmen cindermen. Richardson performed
Hair, who entered Clemson in
well on the high jump and the high and low hurdles. He should
the fall of 1948, ran into a few
prove invaluable to Coach Norman's tracksters this season.
scholastic difficulties in his freshman year here and had to sit out
The Blue Hose, out for revenge
the 1949 grid campaign. His apfor the 54-52 licking at the hands
pearance in an orange and gold
outfit would probably have made of the Tigers earlier in the seaa tremendous difference in what son, were never really in the game
as the McFaddenmen ran up a
turned out to be a mediocre 4-4-2
season. But the 1950 grind will ten point, 40-30 lead at the interfind Billy ready to go, and noth- mission.
Clemson's cindermen began hiting short of a sensational sophoPresbyterian
ace
Dwight
more year is predicted for this fu- Groninger, although injured in ting the paths again -last week to have' fewer returning lettermen
ture Bengal grid great.
the early stages of the' contest ready themselves for the coming than last year's star student outJust what Hair can do for and unable to play except for season. Coach Norman hopes to fit. They have somewhat of a
Head Coach Frank Howard, has short intervals in the second get enough men in shape so that nucleus, but the' men from last
been shown in the first week and half, paced the Blue Hose at the Tigers can be represented at
season's frosh team and the few
a half of spring practice. This past tack with 11 markers.
the Florida relays on the 25th of
other new men that are out will
Saturday Hair, in the first spring
next month.
session scrimmage, snaked his CLEMSON
Many of the Bengal trackmen have to be counted on heavily.
_ .... 23 are
way on the very first play for Haugk
at present participating in ' Whether the Tigs have the mak, 11 other' sports and have not begun J ings of another undefeated team
sixty yards and a score. But he Reynolds __
_ 8 to shape themselves lip for trsck.
isnt only a runner. He passes Richardson 1 _ ... _
_____ 14 'Gil Rushton, this year's team remains to be seen, but perhaps
with the best of 'em and kicks 55 Snee ■_
. 4 captain, is currently knocking Coach "Rock" Norman can round
and 60 yards every time. Hair is Neel
. 1 heads on the gridiron, while his cohorts into shape and maybe
a fine man on pass defense but Culley ._ _
....5 j "Heavy" Holshouser and "Bum bring home the bacon again this
will probably be used entirely on Townsend _
offense.
j my" Townsend are performing on year.
74 I the hardwood for Cage Coach
The 5" 10", 165-pound Walterboro product doesn't excell only PRESBYTERIAN
j 'Bonnie Banks" McFadden. Many
... .... .... 11 | of the other boys are in the same
on the gridiron but is a standout Groninger
10 predicament.
in both baseball and basketball, Hill ...... .
:
10
In his high school days, Billy was Hawkins
1. Claire Draper
Last year's squad came through
.
_
10 : with flying'colors, as they swept
a three-letter man and was prac- Nye
2. Har'old Little John
_. -_tically a one-man football team Thompson
. 5 , past all opposition in dual meets.
3. Joe Black
_
for Walterboro. A unanimous Jackson
. 1 i The '49 cindermen copped the
4. Ben McLeod
choice for All-State honors in Lindsay
_ 1 state title and Jerry Brown won
5. Jack Neel
1947, Hair was the main reason Turner
.. 3 j the Southern Conference pole
6. D. C. LeGrande
the South Carolina stars got out
7. Vernon Smith
I vaulting title for the second year
of the Shrine Bowl classic in
61 in a row. This year the Tigers . C. D. Coleman
Charlotte with a 7-7 tie.
After the Shrine Bowl game,
Billy lived a hard life for*the next
six months with college coaches
and scouts from all over the South
camping on his doorsteps with
tempting offers. Every major
college and university in the
South, Alabama, Georgia, South
Carolina, Duke, Tennessee, North
Carolina, Wake Forest and many
others, were trying to entice hifti
to enter their respective schools.
Billy chose Tigertown for several
reasons, but the main one was
that he wanted to stay in his
home state and it was a choice between Clemson and the University of South Carolina. And a
wise choice it was!
Billy is twenty years old and is
majoring in Textile Manufacturing and plans to follow this profession upon graduation.

Clemson Cindermen Have Begun-Worklnq
Out For Next Month's Florida R<

two
wo exceptionally fine ball games
sanies I
against the/n. He netted 18
points and was perhaps the outstanding performer on the floor
Basketball continues to heacfwhen the two arch rivals met line the intramural sports prohere at Clemson. Then, two gram this semester. There are
weeks later, he played a brilliant several games every week day
floor game against the Birds and night and the competition is
hit the hoops for seven valuable heavy.
points in a low scoring game.
The tournament to determine
Spender, a transfer student the school champion Is to come
from Seton Hall, has ignored the off sometime near the end of
fact that this is his first year at March, and all teams are urged
Tigertown by taking over a first
to complete their schedules prior
string berth on Coach McFadden's improved squad. The six- to the starting date, which will
fodt sharpshooter has added probably be announced next
much to the Bengal five with his week.
aggressive play. Not only has
Monday night found the FieldBill, as he is commonly known
house Dodgers barely edging out
to his friends, given a lot of scoring punch to the Country Gentle- Barracks 2. The Dodgers, paced
men, he has given them much by footballer Glenn !=>mith and
added strength under the basket. baseball shortstop Ken CulberOrange, New Jersey is- where son, downed the Barracks 2
the talented basketeer was born,
but he moved a few years later squad in a close game all the
to Maplewood where he played way, 39-34. Smith pitched in
three years of high school twenty points to lead his team
basketball. Bill also played a offensively, and Culberson was
little baseball, but concentrated the outstanding floor man and
mainly on the hardwood sport.
also picked up 6 tallies. BarWhen asked which gave him racks ' 2 was led by Cobb and
the biggest thrill, Bill said the Kerr with 4 and 12 points reMaryland game. This tilt, in spectively.
which Clemson upset the strong
Baily was the big gun for B-l
Terrapins, found Bill up among as they trampled the SHORTS,
the leading scorers with 13 units. 45-23. Bailey swished the nets
He also turned in some fine de- for 18 tallies. Ray McKay and
fensive play as the Tigers roll- Fred Cone were the high point
ed to victory.
men for the SHORTS with 10
ABOUT JOE LA MONTAGNE
The 20 .year old Spender is en- and 5 points respectively.
I suppose most of you sports fans haven't noticed a rug- rolled in the Animal Husbandry
In other games Monday night
ged looking guard named Joe La Montagne around the prac- department here at Clemson. He C-3 ran rough-shod - over B-2,
plans to work along those lines 38-15; and C-l won by forfeit
tice field. And I don't suppose many of you noticed Joe's after graduation.
from the YMCA Sharecroppers.

MORE ABOUT THE PHYSICAL
EDUCATION PROGRAM

Doug- Haugk led the Bengals
with 23 points, the second time
in as many games that the New
Jersey lad has shown the way
for his mates. Haugk and big
Jim Reynolds had a virtual
"monopoly on the backboards,
bound from either backboard.
John Snee and Reynolds followed Haugk in the scoring
column with 14 and 11 markers
respectively. Reynolds, as usual, turned in an outstanding
floor game.

SUMMARY:
300 yd. Medley Relay: Emory:
Van Pelt, Davis, Cooper. 3:25.8
220 yd. Free: Cunningham,
Emory; Clinck, Clemson; Monroe, Clemson, 3:36
60 yd. Free: Converse, Clemson; Pennington, Emory; Weeks,
Clemson. 31.4
Diving: Sanders, Emory; Godfrey, Clemson; Rice, Emory.
100 yd. Free: Sanders, Emory;
White, Clemson; Cooper, Emory.
59.8
150 yd. Backstroke: Van Pelt,

Emory; Cunningham, Emory;
Taylor, Clemson. 1:46.8'
200 yd. Brest: Atkinson, Clemson; Murr, Emory; Boykin, Clemson. 3:00.6.
440 yd. Free: Klinck, Clemson;
Monroe, Clemson; Williams, Emory. 5:57.0
400 yd. Relay: Emory; Sanders,
Pennington, Cooper, Cunningham. 4:00.8

Tennis Ladder

NOTICE
The Clemson - Furman basketball game, originally scheduled to take place February
27, will be played at the Clemson Fieldhouse February 18 at
7:30 o'clock. A preliminary
game featuring the Tiger and
Hurricane freshmen will begin at 5:30.
Officials here stated that the
reason for the change was that
all games must be played before the 28th if they are to be
counted in the race for a Southern Conference tournament
berth.

£sso_
Oil

Gas

HARRIS ESSO
STATION
Anderson, S. C.
Washing
Greasing

Sporting Goods

WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW...IT'S

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

COMPLIMENTS

SAM'S LUNCH
GREENVILLE, S. C.
CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY
A Complete General Merchandise Store
YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 630

Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coastto-coast test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked Camels — and only Camels — for
30 consecutive days, noted throat specialists,
making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS!

\
\
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Pase 6

'eteran's Unit To Give Program Oscar Says
•

♦

Ivy and Al Walsh will participate in a program of sacred
music and light classics which
will be presented at the Clemson
Methodist Church on February
24, at 7:30 P. M. Richard Maxwell, widely-known radio singing star, will also appear with
this unit of the Veteran's Hospital Programs.
Veteran's Hospital Programs
travel throughout the United
States entertaining hospitalized
veterans and also making appearances in Protestant Churches.
These units are non-profit organizations supported by the
chrches.
There will be no admission
charge. At the close of the program, an offering will be received for the support of Veteran's Hospital Programs.

Dr. Berne-Alien.
Attends Meeting
Dr. Allen Bern-Allen, head of
Chemical ' Engineering Department, attended the South-wide
winter meeting of The Southern
Association of Science and Industry at Hotel Roosevelt, New
Orleans, La. The meeting was
held January 23-24. '
That the S. A. S. I. fills a real
need is evident from the record it
has made since the charter meetr
ing at Mobile, Alabama in 1941'.
Although hampered by wartime
restriction on travel and communications during its early years, the
Association has grown in membership) and services rendered to this
region.
Research papers brought before
the Association and ones of particular interest to Clemson science
and agriculture departments were,
"Research on Farm Production
Machinery," discussed by W. E.
Meek, senior agricultural engineer, U. S. D. A. mechanization
unit, Stoneville, Mississippi, "Research on Chemical Insecticides
Use," discussed by Dean Clay
Lyle, School of Science, Mississippi State College, "Research on
the Cotton Industry," by James
A. Kime, technical assistant to the
director, U. S:. D. A. southern
regional research laboratory, New
Orleans.

New Slip Stick
(Continued from Page 1)
erly, is the official publication of
the students of the School of Engineering. Reorganized in 1947,
after lying dormant during the
war years, the publication is the
work of the engineering students
with a few special articles contributed by men of the faculty and
outstanding business men. The
magazine is edited by a senior
staff which is chosen each year by
the retiring staff on the basis of
ability and interest.
r

CLEMSON
THEATRE

(Continued from Page 2)

about i1"

Competition For
Horn's Trustee
Medal Announced

Miss Ivy Wash, noted accordian
player, will appear at the
Clemson Methodist Church on
February 24 at 7:30 p. m. The
program will feature a unit of
the Veterans Hospital programs.

Phi Psi Entertains
Founder At Dinner
Phi Psi, national honorary textile fraternity, recently entertained its most distinguished
member, Harold H. Hart, at a
dinner at' the Poinsett Hotel in
Greenville. Mr. Hart, founder
of the national organization in
the year 1903 and now its Executive Secretary, passed through
Clemson on Tuesday, February
7th, on his annual tour of the
various textile schools in the nation, where he visits with chapter members of Phi Ps.'
Besides being in close touch
with the textile industry as a
whole, Mr. Hart has distinguished himself in the field of public service and has earned the
title, "Dean of the New Hampshire State Legislature," where
he has served as Senator for the
past 25 years.
Among those .present at the
dinner and conference was the
chapter president, James R. Anderson; the vice-president Roy

•

OSCAR SAYS-""—

that he (Oscar) he-Ss that Bob
(Shadowiess Berry woke up in
the middle of the night, took a
look at the' clock and yelled,
"I've missed Colloid." He washed his . face and was halfway
down the hall before he realized
Competition' for
the Norris that it was night. How absent
Trustee Medal will be held on minded can you get?
March 16 at a place to be anOSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) believes that
nounced later. The name of the
winner will be withheld until af- "TOJO" will need a bodv guard
if he makes many more raids on
ter graduation in June.
Speeches must not last longer the 5th barracks after taps. Let
than twelve minutes, and they a word to the wise be sufficient!
OSCAR SAYS
must be the original composition
that the "Dago" might find it
of the speaker.
Basis for judgment will be the hard "making out" Saturday
composition of the speech, which night with' only one leg to operate on.
includes content, origination and
OSCAR SAYS
clarity. Judges will also conthat he-' (Oscar) hears the
sider the force, effectiveness, and "Jelly Belly" Cromwell has alenthusiasm of delivery; modula- ready let it be known that he intion, enunciation, and pronuncia- tends to wear his orange striped
tion; gestures, and poise, ease, and "drapes" Saturday night. That's
what you call "strictly for the
naturalness of the speaker.
Speeches may be on any topic. birds," Fat Boy!
OSCAR SAYS
. Any student is eligible for the
that he (Oscar) is wondering
competition, but those students
why "22-5" Derieux can't keep
who are not members of forensic platoon leaders. He (Derieux)
groups on the campus are re- claims there's too many chiefs
quested to notify Robert W. Ber- and not enough Indians on his
ry, Box 184, of their desire to en- company.
ter.
OSCAR SAYS
. that he' (Oscar) hears that
/
some guys get nervous over wedMacintosh, Powell
dings. If you don't believe it,
just ask "Sadie" Cothran.
OSCAR SAYS
At Work On Doctorate!J that
*\ —
he „(Oscar) hopes

that
through Oscar he has brought
you a few laughs and a few
tears—tears of joy. And that,
actually, we have had fun ribbing the few who just can't seem
to follow the straight road. It
has been fun.

Two Clemson professors spent
the holidays between semesters
doing work on their doctor's dissertations.
F. A. Macintosh,- Associate Professor of English, went to Washington, D. C, to do some research
in the Library of Congress, while
OSCAR SAYS
W. W. Powell, Assistant Professor
that he (Oscar) hears that
of English, was at Duke.
Margaret Sutherland is worried
cause Oscar hasn't been spelling
F. Barrett; the treasurer, Billie her name right. Is that any betR. Adams; Hal E. Brockman, ter?
OSCAR SAYS
and Robert D. Ballenger.
that "Colonel" McMahan and
his Taps staff deserve a big pat
on the back for the way they've
Sportfacts
handled their work this year.
Continued from Page 5)
Looks like we may get out Taps
an humble sports writer, but it does seem like someone that before the end of schooj for a
has some power would have enough interest in this so-called change.
OSCAR SAYS

Thursday, February

Baptist Leaders Make Yearly Plans;
Programs, Conferences On Agenda

Shockley Elected
President ASME

Strickland Heads
Stydent A.I.C.E.

Student Baptist leaders made American countries with his
plans between semesters for in- wife, the former Miss Marjorie
ter-collogiate visits to Erskine, Moore of Richmond, Va. She
Lander and Winthrop, a free was leader of the missions conconcert by the Fufman University singers; a missions confer- ference at Clemson in 1948.
Following the election of ofence; the atinual spring retreat
in Orangeburg; and the annual ficers for the local Baptist Stubanquet and installation of new 'dent Union on March 29, the anofficers of the Baptist Student nual spring retreat will be held
Union.
in Orangeburg. Twenty Clemson
In addition, the usual pro- men, most of them new officers
gram for the Sunday School, of the B. S U, will attend the
training union and devotional conference. The annual banquet
activities regularly sponsored by for the installation , of officers
the Baptist Student Union were for the coming year is scheduled
planned.
for May 13. Special guests for
Inter-collegiate activities plan- the event will be dates of Seniors
ned by the B. S. U, under the graduating and a special delegadirection of W. D. Roberts, will tion from Lander College. Ofbegin this semester with the Sun- ficers for the Baptist Student
day afternoon, Feb. 19, visit to Union for the' current semester
Erskine College and the First include Hollis M. Hance, John
Baptist Church of Due West. The I Dent, Ed Watt, . Chris Turner,
group of Clemson men will lead j Edward Smith, Frank McClure,
the evening worship at the I Lauren Andrew, Jack Ferguson,
church after supper on the cam- George Shelton, Ralph Jackson,
pus. On Feb. 25, thirty-five^ and James L. Spangenfturg,
Clemson men will join Lander faculty advisor.
Baptists in a party at the college
in Greenwood. Clemson will be
host to visiting teams from Winthrop and Lander in March and
in May. Arrangements are being made for 'parties at Limestone and Converse.
Dean Hugh M. Brown, head of
The Furman University Singers will be presented in a free the Clemson textile school, left
concert on Thursday, March 9, Tuesday to attend a Cotton Rein the College Chapel. Tnis is search Clinic, which will be
the second year the Singers have held in the Hotel Statler, Washington, D. C, on Wednesday.
been sponsored by the Clemson
The clinic, sponsored by the
Baptist Student Union. They
were scheduled this year because National Cotton Council of
America, will continue through
the concert last year, turned out Friday.
to be one of the most popular of
The meeting will consist of
the year.
various research sessions, in
Mr. and Mrs. O. K. Armstrong which many leaders'in the textile
will be the speakers at the an- industry will make speeches and
nual missions conference spon- lead discussions.
sored by the Baptist Student
Some of the topics will be cotUnion on March 16-19. Mr: ton fiber properties in/ relation
Armstrong is a layman who is to mill performance, cotton provitally interested in the Christian cessing research, and basic
world mission. Professionally, studies in cotton research.
he is a staff writer for Readers
Digest and a contributing editor
for various religious journals
and Colliers magazine. He has
just completed a three months Font's Camera Shop
!
"around-the-world" tour and is
"Between the Banks"
now making a tour of South

■ Joshua A. Shockley, mechanican engineering junior of Falls
Church, Va., was elected chairr
man of the. Clemson branch of
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers at a recent
meeting.
Charles Veal, mechanical engineering junior, was named to
the post of vice-chairman. Joe
Todd, mechanical engineering
senior of Washington, D. C, retains the post of treasurer.
Plans were discussed for the
Fourth Regional district convention to be held at Clemson on
April 7-8.
Sixteen schools compose the
fourth region, of which Clemson
is a member.

G. M. Strickland was elected
to the office of president of the
Clemson Student Chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers at a meeting held
Engineers in v a meeting held
Tuesday, February 14.
H.- A. Woodle of Clemson will
serve as vice-president, and W.
C. Hood from Easley will be secretary. LeRoy H. Doar will assume office of treasurer. These
men will take office in late Aoril.
The local chapter of the Student A. I. C. E. is an honorary
society which acts as a link between student chemical engineers
and their prospective employers.

Brown Attending
Research Clinic

ANDERSON, S. C.

•

that he (Oscar) believes all the weekend. That Hawkins ' has
"project" to get something definitely settled about' it. This
"Cats" will have a field day this some fine slow pieces too.
whole affair was brought up during the fall of '48 by my
predecessor, Jim Rice, and to my knowledge things are still at
a standstill. Of course this isn't the only thing around the
school that is at a standstill. -But maybe it's the southern
climate that makes everybody move so slowly around here?

■£■

COMPLIMENTS OF

Engineering Leaders
Attend Annual Meet
The annual meeting of the
South Carolina Society for Engineers was held in Columbia on
Jan. 27. Representatives attending this meeting from Clemson
were: Dean S. B. Earle, ViceDean J. H. Sams, Professors B. E.
Fernow, H. E. Glen, J. D. Glen,
D. D. Curtis, W. L. Lowry, J. C.
McCormic, R. W. Moorman, J. P.
Rostron, I. A. Trively.
Topics presented to the society
were "The Contracting Industry
Studies the Huge Road Construction Job Ahead," by A. N. Carter,
manager, highway division, Associated General Contractors of
America, Washington, D. C, "Use
of Compressed Air#n Engineering
and Industry," by P. M. Essig,
Jr., field engineer, Ingersoll-Road
Company, Atlanta, Ga., "Heat
Pump," by F.-R. O'Brien, head,
engineering division,
Southern
Research Institute, Birmingham,
Ala.

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE
VETERANS: See L. H. Fry, Pre
Fab 346, for your Kelvinator
appliances.

CLIMS0N HOME
SECTION BETWEEN
CLEMSON AND
PENDLETO N
This nearly new, modern asbestos siding home has large
living room with fireplace,
dining room, kitchen, den,
two bedrooms, bath. Floor
furnace. Big wooded lot in
that desirable section between Pendjeton and Clemson. Fine neighbors. $9500.
Easy terms. For information,
telephone Clemson 6426 or
Greenville 2-6142.

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME
at

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant

**?lW~ $&J*

At GONZAGA and Colleges

^-

Ross Builders Supplies, Int.
SENECA, S. C.

TEL. 401

PEOPLES FURNITURE CO.
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
327-329 Main Street
Phone 460
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

CLEMSON, S. C.

STONE BROTHERS

FEB. 17-18

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
AND STUDENTS
108 N. Main Street

Greenville, S. C.

Errol Flynn
Alexis Smith

and Universities throughout
the coontry CHESTERFIELD is
the largest-selling cigarette.
BING CROSBY.
Famous Gonzaga alumnus* says:

"Smoke MY cigarette.
On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place

MONDAY-TUESDAY
FEB. 20-21

COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

'Oh You
Beautiful Doll'

Easley, South Carolina

June Haver
Mark Stevens
WED.-THURS.
FEB. 22-23

'Malaya'
Spencer Tracy
James Stewart
Valentina Cortesa

*

For the Best
in Entertainment
JIB VJfJfJULKJUULSJLSJ)

[CURB SEWVtccJ^

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
Engineers
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA

We Sell the Material
Ortwein Tailoring Co of Rome, Ga.
_ Does the Work.
SEE US FOR
YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS

EXCELSIOR MILLS STORE

Students at Clemson

LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT
STEAKS, SANDWICHES
WAFFLES AND
COMPLETE MEALS
Main Street
Anderson

i

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

M AMERICA'S COUEGES

they're m/l£J£nf /fiey're /Uf'af-fMM THE TOP MEN M SPORTS
WITHTHE HOUYWOOD STARS
•BY RECENT NATIONAL SURVEY

I

Hear CHESTERFIELD'S
Great New BING CROSBY
SHOW Every Wednesday
over the entire CBS Network— 9;30 P.M. E.S.T.—
8:30 P.M.C.S.T.—7:30 P.M.
M.S.T.—6:30 P.M. P.S.T.
Copyright 1950,

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

